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JAYCON SMART DEVICES: A Unit of Jaycon Building Solutions

JAW-DROPPING EXPERIENCE WITH JAYCON!



ONE JAYCON APP. ONE INTERFACE.

As the sun barely peeps 

through your venetian blinds, 

you open your eyes to the 

natural stream of light of a new 

day. While, a warm shower is 

getting ready, the music 

player emits your best ear-

soothing tunes, and the air-

conditioner is escalated to a 

cozy level. Your home 

ambience is flawlessly on an 

auto-pilot, while you could 

focus on your priorities.

Surprisingly, your home could 

sense your going-out or 

coming-in and hence, gauge 

likewise in accordance to your 

likings. Through GPS, Jaycon 

App device could sense your 

coming back home after work. 

And hence, the path-way 

lights illuminate to aid proper 

steering, the garage door 

opens up, and your home is 

prepared with apt lights and 

temperature for you to unwind 

peacefully.  

Thus, the entire smart story of 

Jaycon is truly jaw-dropping. 

With remote access, voice and 

scene control, automation and 

geo awareness, the entire 

home would be saturated with 

ineffable happiness.

JAYCON

That’s about all to control all your 

in-built home devices, appliances 

and electrical systems. Switch on 

or off from almost anywhere on 

the face of our planet earth. The 

sheer magical operations begin 

with your voice commands. 

Simply say: turn off the lights or 

mellow the light intensity, or 

command: it is bed time now, and 

lo, witness your home gadgets 

respond in a jiffy! Jaycon devices 

operate seamlessly with your fav 

voice assistants: Apple Siri, OK 

Google, Alexa and Bixby.

With just a single tap, watch how 

Jaycon App allows you to create 

scenes that control varied 

appliances and lights or fans. 

You could create an ambience viz. 

Good Night that would turn off all 

the lights, lock the doors and 

regulate the air-conditioner to an 

apt temperature. Factually, with a 

mere single tap, you could 

generate attractive spaces to set 

that perfect mood. Be it a 

romantic dinner or a game night.
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You could add devices anytime sans 

any changes to your home. Jaycon 

technology operates on wireless data 

communication protocols, and it’s 

modular, whereby with the growing 

needs, solutions could be expanded. It 

is perhaps, well-understood by now, 

that it has remote access to control 

and monitor your home, from 

anywhere. Wait, there are more in 

store!

Jaycon App enables shared access. You 

could invite your closed ones to share 

access to your home, thus sharing the 

excitements of a smart lifestyle. Jaycon 

devices are indeed compact and 

durable that fits effortlessly to any 

home architecture for long.

Meanwhile, all your privacy and data 

are grid-locked secured and safe by 

engaging hi-end encryption in 

accordance to the TLS clauses and 

secured cloud platforms. And 

moreover, sans anything to change, it 

is easy to install with its minimalistic 

design. Finally, as a complimentary 

system, Jaycon device plays well with 

smart home eco-systems offering a 

greater gamut of choices, ready to be 

integrated with other hardware and 

software manufacturers.

With all of these wonder-working 

yeomen services, you would surely not 

want to settle for anything less than 

Jaycon Smart Devices.

ADVANTAGE 
JAYCON
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Jaycon Scene Controller is Bluetooth mesh enabled 

smart device that allows you to control accessories 

using Automations. Various actions may be triggered 

with one click, two clicks or by holding the button 

down. Jaycon Scene Controller can be mounted on 

any flat surface at any location in the home. It comes 

with four buttons each capable of 3 actions.

PRODUCTS

JAYCON SCENE CONTROLLER

Jaycon sense is a multi-sensor and a universal IR 

remote controller. Along with detecting motion, it 

measures ambient temperature, humidity and light 

intensity. Jaycon Sense is also capable of controlling 

all your remote controlled appliances like TV, AC, 

Set-top box, music players and many.

JAYCON SENSE

Jaycon LED Orchestrator is designed to control LED, 

RGB, RGBW strips. The device uses PWM output 

signal and controlled devices may be powered by 12 

-36V DC.

JAYCON LED ORCHESTRATOR

SWITCH CONTROLLER

JAYCON Switch Controller devices turn on or off 

any electrical appliance or circuits. All switch 

controllers are Wi-Fi enabled.

Jaycon Motor Controller is a Wi-Fi enabled smart 

device designed to control any AC powered 

motorized curtain or blinds. The Jaycon Motor 

Controller enables control using app interfaces, 

voice assistants or a switch connected directly 

to it.

JAYCON MOTOR CONTROLLER

JAYCON SWITCH CONTROLLER

JAYCON SWITCH CONTROLLER PRO JAYCON SMART PLUG

JAYCON SWITCH CONTROLLER MINI

Motor Controller Curtain Motor

Dimensions : 58.5x85x20 mm

Wireless Protocol : Wi-Fi IEE 802.11b/g/n 2.4 GHz

No.of Controls : 4

Supported Wattage : 3 * 600W, 1 * 1800W

Dimensions : 47x47x21 mm

Wireless Protocol : Wi-Fi IEE 802.11b/g/n 2.4 GHz

No.of Controls : 2

Supported Wattage : 2 * 150 W

Dimensions : 58.5x85x20 mm

Wireless Protocol : Wi-Fi IEE 802.11b/g/n 2.4 GHz

No.of Controls : 4

Supported Wattage : 2 * 300 W, 2 * 150 W

Dimensions : 76.5 x 50 x 69 mm

Wireless Protocol : Wi-Fi IEE 802.11b/g/n 2.4 GHz

Supported Wattage : 1 * 2400W

Dimensions : 126.5 x 52.5 x 22 mm

Wireless Protocol  : Wi-Fi IEE 802.11b/g/n 2.4 GHz

Type of sensors  : Motion, IR, Temperature, 

Humidity & Light

Dimensions : 72.5 x 20.5 x 72.5 mm

Wireless Protocol  : Wi-Fi IEE 802.11b/g/n 2.4 Ghz

No.of Scene Controls  : 12

Dimensions : 47x47x21 mm

Wireless Protocol  : Wi-Fi IEE 802.11b/g/n 2.4 GHz
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